
Drawing C 
Project 2 - This Is Colossal: Inspired Illustration 

Project Investigation & Plan 

Links 
1. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/04/new-drawings-by-stefan-zsaitsits/ 
2. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/12/drawings-by-jaecheol-park/ 
3. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/10/new-hyperrealistic-drawings-by-arinze-stanley/ 
4. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/10/haunted-bodies-by-christina-mrozik/ 
5. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/08/new-sprawling-ink-drawings-by-olivia-kemp/ 
6. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/08/cityscapes-nathan-walsh/ 
7. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/06/new-vorja-sanchez-fantastical-illustrations/ 
8. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/02/dramatic-anatomical-drawings-comprised-of-complex-hatched-colors-b

y-wanjim-gim/ 
9. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2018/02/pat-perrys-intricate-portraits/ 
10. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2020/02/horizontorium-bank-of-philadelphia/ 
11. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2020/02/connor-addison-sublime-affliction/ 
12. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2020/01/paola-delfin-black-and-white-murals/ 
13. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2019/12/tim-okamura-portraits-women/ 
14. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2012/04/amazing-skull-drawn-with-a-dip-pen-by-alex-konahin/ 
15. https://www.thisiscolossal.com/2012/03/new-vintage-envelope-portraits-by-mark-powell/ 

 
COMPLETE ALL WORK IN YOUR SKETCHBOOK 
 
Investigate 
Review the links above.  Choose one artist and his/her/their work to research.  Complete the following tasks in your 
sketchbook to better drive your creativity and design for this project: 

1. Which artist / artworks do you plan on researching?  Why did you choose this artist?  
2. Pick two or more works from this artist on the link.  Write down the titles of each piece.  Describe what you see 

in the works content.  What visual evidence supports your description of the work?  What do you see?  What 
materials does the artist use?  Do not interpret what the work is about.  Merely discuss the is actually there. 

3. Analyze those same works.  What Elements of Art do you see in the work?  What Principle of Design is 
created from the organization and use of those Elements of Art.  (i.e.  color creates contrast in this work 
because…).  Explain the evidence from the artwork to support your analysis claim. 

4. Go deeper.  Research the artist from another resource:  i.e. website, books, magazines, youtube, etc.  What 
have you learned about the artist from the other resources (beyond the ThisIsColossal website).  Interpret what 
the artist’s work is about.  What is the message?  What is the content of the artwork?  

5. Judge each work from #3.  What is your opinion of the work?  Why were you drawn to it from the start? 
Support your claims of opinion with evidence from the artworks.  Make a personal, historical, cultural, or 
societal connection to the work.  

Plan 
1. Create a study sketch of the two or more artworks from #3.  
2. Who are you as an artist?  What are you passionate about?  What concerns you about the world?  Why do you 

do what you do?  How could you express your experiences?  Where would you go in the world? 
3. What personal connections could you make?:  Do you work?  Family?  Friends?  School?  Your place in the 

world?  
4. DO NOT COPY your chosen artist, but by using inspiration & influence from your chosen artist, design a 

composition based on a theme you’ve discussed.  What will be the subject matter of your drawing / illustration?  
5. Research Composition techniques.  How would you describe the composition of the artworks you researched? 

You will need to complete the Composition Formative Assignment (from Schoology). 
6. Create a thumbnail sketch of your idea. 
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